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Abstract 
The effect of a second pulse on saocadic performance was examined by asking the subject 

to txxk a stimulus, and measuring the resulting saccade. The latency data was examineci wi th a 

bootstrapping method to detennine objectively the modality of the population; the results were that 

the majori ty of them were unimodal ; however, because a sizeable portion of the histograms also 

showed "shoulders" at similar latencies, the possibility of sub-populations could not be eliminated. 

The effect of the second pulse was also examined by cornparhg the cumulative histograms of each 

of the twepulse conditions with the one of the single pulse amfigurations (SP) and with a mode1 

which gave the latency distribution expected from a two-pulse stimulus if the two pulses were 

pmessed independentiy by the saccadic system. The results showed the effect of the second pulse 

differed greatly depending on which yardstick was used. 
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Introduction 

The saccadic system bas been the subject of many studies, by virtue of the fact that 

saccades are an important and highly-stereotypical kind of eye movement. Because they are highly 

optimized for foveation, they are used extensively in everyday tasks such as reading and driving. 

In addition to electrophysiological and behavioural method of study, models have been 

designed in an attempt to further understand the neural processes that undedie them. One modeling 

approach had been *. apply linear system theory and view the eye as a system composed of linear 

elements (such as transducers and fi lters), and non-linear elements. An example was the "wai ting 

time" model (Doma & Halle& 1988a: Barnes, 1999, based on Fuortes & Hodgkins ( 1964). 

whch later modeled the process as a series of six low-pass resistance-capacitance (RC) filters 

followed by a nonlinear k s h o l d .  In such a model, the linear elements provided the delay and 

inkgration caused by the neural circuitry in the retina, while the thresholding element determined 

whether the signal corning out of the filter was sufficient to cause a saccade. The remaining 

computation (ie. extracting the position of the stimulus, determining the torques needed to f'oveate 

the eye on the stimulus, etc.) were treated as an additional fixed delay that was added on top of 

time needed the signal to p a s  h u g h  the RC filters and cross the threshold. The motivation for 

using a delay constant as  a quick-and-dirty substitute for the remaining computation could be seen 

from Pieron's law which has k e n  shown to fit the manual reaction time data (Vaughan et al, 1966; 

Mansfield, 1973) as well as saccadic latencies to small lit targets (Doma & Hallett, 1988b). 

Pieron's law is a power function of the form: 

R-Ip .  =klB ................................................. (1.1) 

where R, is the irreducible minimum reaction time, 1, the luminance, and k and B are constants. 

A l o g i d  development from such an approach was to determine the impulse response 

function of linear system in question. The irnpuise response is the response of the system to an 

impulse input (ie. a pulse of infinite height and infinitesimal width, and whose integral is one), and 

its importance stems from the fact that once the impulse response is known, the system's response 

to any input on be calculate& 

Estimating the impulse response functions of photoreceptors was conceptually straight- 

fonvard-stimulate a photoreceptor with a brief pulse of light and measure the resulting membrane 

1 



current. Such experiments have been done on rods and cones of the Mmaca Frncimbis monkey 

(Baylor D.A.et al., 1984; Schnapf J.L. et al., 1990). and more recently, on human rods (Kraft 

T. W. et  al., 1993). For rods, the impulse response function was found to be unimodal, and 

resernbled the impulse function for a senes of low-pass filters: for the monkey rods examine4 it 

was to a series of six low-pass filters, and for human rods, a series of four to five low-pass filters. 

The time to peak for both impulse functions was to the order of 200111s. For cones, the impulse 

function was bimodal and resernbled the output of a bandpass filter whose peak frequency was 

around 5 Hz. The time to peak, which varied from cone to cone, varied from a low of 30ms to a 

high of ûûms; the mean time to peak was 54111s. For both types of photoreceptor, it was found that 

the response-stimulus relation could be described relatively well with the function, 1 - exp( -x ), 

where ?r is some function of stimulus strength. 

For something more abstract like the perceptual system, determining the impulse function 

was more problematic as direct measurement was no longer possible. Most of the early 

experiments that made the attempt did so by trying to infer it from psychophysical experirnents that 

measured how performance, such as sensitivi ty or latency, varied wi th different s tirnufus 

configurations (see Table 1.1). The problem with such an approach was that, as witnessed in the 

earlier experiments, while the amplitude information of the impulse response function could be 

readily extracted from the data, its phase component was not Stork and Falk ( 1987) tried to 

circumvent the problem by applying the Kramers-Kr6nig relationship to the amplitude component 

to reconstruct the phase information. The result obtained was a biphasic impulse function, whch 

was in agreement with pnor studies. However, as was pointed out (Victor, 1989), in order for the 

Kramers-Kr6nig relationship to be applicable, the system had to be a minimum-phase transducer, 

an assumption which was not necessady mie. Later approaches, such as Roufs and Blommaert's 

perturbation technique ( 1981) and Tyler's temporal debluning ( 1990-), suggested that the 

perceptual impulse function was triphasic-a large positive lobe preceded and succeeded by smaller 

negative lobes. 

In light of the confusion, the initial aim of this thesis is to revisit the problem and try to 

approxirnate the shape of the impulse response function by approaching the question with a 

suaighthward psychophysical experiment It was thought that this muld be done by examining 

the effects of stimulus configuration on traditional measures of ocdomotor performance, such as 



Author Method Conclusions Assumptions / Models 
Rashbass 
(1 970) 

Kelly (1 971) 

Watson & 
Nachmias 
(1 977) 

Roufs & 
Blommaert 
(1981) 

the relative intensities of a pair of 
pulses at threshold were shown to  
be related t o  the autocorrelation of 
the i.r.f 

fficker thresholds were rneasured 
and were used t o  compute the 
parameters of a model whose i.r.f. 
could be derived. 

a biphasic i.r.f was assumed and 
then shown to  be compatible with 
the results of Rashbass' (1 970) 
experiment 

perturbation method-the effects 
of varying the relative position of 
2 pulses at threshold were used to  
derive the i.r.f. 

biphasic i.r.f- 

biphasic i.r.f. 

triphasic i.r.f 

model consists of a diffusion 
stage followed by a nonlinear 
inhibition stage 

the madel used was a 
probability summation model 
based on Tolhurst ( 1 975) and 
Qutck (1 974) 

the system is a Iinear 
peak-detector 

Georgeson a biphasic i.r.f, was assumed and biphasic i.r.f. a series of linear filters 
(1 987) shown to be compatible with followed by a non-Iinear 

contrast sensitivity measurements decision iule 

Stork & Falk the Kramers-Kronig relations biphasic i.r.f. minimum-phase assumptton 
(1 987) were used to  reconsttuct the 

phase spectrum (and hence the 
i.r.f.) from flicker sensitivity data 

Tyler ( 1 992) temporal deblurring-phase 
information was extracteci by 
observing the system's 
performance to a stimulus 
cmposed of a number of sine 
waves at various harmonics 

Manahilov the apparent brightness of a bar 
( 1  995) was measured and the results 

were used to  fit a model 

triphasic i.r.f. 

triphasic i.r.f. the modei treats the process 
as a signal propagating through 
a multilayered network with a 
certain spatiotemporal impulse 
function 

Table 1.1 : Summary of various estimates of the perceptual impulse response 
function (i.r.f .) 



frequency of response, mean latencies and cumulative histograms. to obtain an es timate for the 

shape of the impulse function. However, this was later abandoned because of the realization that 

any latency function would be a rather insensitive measure of the rising phase o f  the impulse 

response function, and that a mode1 by Hallett showed that a photoreceptor mode1 of latency was 

inadequate because it could not account for the large variance in saccadic latency. As a result, it 

seemed better to undertake a qualitative exploration of two-pulse effects, particularl y as little has 

been done to examine its effects on saccades and its latencies. 



The expet-iment employed the following apparatus to produce the stimulus and track the 

ensuing eye movements: a noncontacting eye-tracker (EMMA) which was made up of an optical 

head and a signal processor box, a data acquisition card (National Instruments' PC-DIO-%), an 

peisonal cornputer based on an Intel's 80486 microprocessor, some light-emitting diodes (LEDs). 

a custom-made expansion card designed and built by the Computing Support Division of the 

Faculty of Medicine to control the LEDs, a digital signal processing (DSP) board built around a 

Texas Instruments' TMS320C30 DSP chip, and two analogue-to-digital ( A D )  converters. The 

original EMMA system (ie. optical head plus signai pmessing box) was used for the yellow-green 

experiments; the later experiments with the red LEDs used the DSP board and the A/D converters 

to replace the signal processing box. 

2.1.1 EMMA Eye Tracker 

Tracking eye movement was accomplished with the noncontacting Eye Movement 

Monitoring Apparatus (EMMA). It was built by University of Toronto's Insti tute of Biomedical 

Engineering and has a temporal resolution of 1 msec and a spaaal resolution of 3 min arc. Other 

working and design details of the apparatus could be found in Eizenman et al. (1%). 

The apparatus was composed of two parts: an optical head and a signal processing box 

whch was used only in the main yellow-green experiments. The opticai head was a contraption of 

lens, mimrs,  infrared sensing phototransistors and uses a gallium arsenide diode as its infmed 

source. Wi th the use of its lens and a dichroic mirror, the infrared beam was directed at the 

subject's eye. Some of the beam, king refiected back by the cumea, was then redirected with the 

use of other rnirrors and imaged on an array of 22 phototransistors (Figure 2.1). Because of the 

difference in the centre of curvature of the comea and the centre of rotation of the eyeball, the 

position of the reflected beam on the sensor array wouid change correspondingly as the eye 

moved. 

The signal of the 22 phototransistors was sent to the processing box, which would then 
5 



Figure 2.1 : Schematic of EMMA'S optical system. 



convert them into a 15-bit integer indicative of the eye position. (In reality, EMMA produced a 1 6  

bit integer. however, the sixteenth bit does not count because the least si p i  ficant bit has been 

commandeered to  indicate whether the current value was a vertical or horizontal reading of the eye 

position.) The first step in processing the p h o t o ~ s i s t o r  signal was to compare it against a fixed 

threshold to elirninate system noise. Then, making use of the fact that the signal should be in the 

shape of a bell, the location of the signal peak, which corresponded to the eye position. was 

calculateci. This was accomplished by quickly sweeping the spatial signal to produce a temporal 

wavefonn and convolving it with a temporal interpolating weighting function to produce a "zen 

crossing" wavefom. The location where this zero-crossing waveform crossed zero would 

correspond to the location where the original spatial signal had a peak. As a zero crossing could be 

located very accurately in time, the position of the original spatial peaks couid be detemined to 

within about 11256 of the phototransistor spacing. 

2.13 Data Acquisition Card, PC-DIO-96 

The data acquisition card (DAC)--a PC-DIO-96, made by National Instrurnenf was an off- 

the-shelf 96-bit, parallel. digital, I l 0  interface card for Intel x86-based cornputers wi th an ISA bus. 

In addition to this card. a small ?TL circuit (Figure 2.2) consisting of two NAND gates was 

required by the computer to read the stream of numbers from EMMA. The circuit, designed and 

built by James MacLean, provided the data acquisition card with the "handshake" it needed to 

operate in a strobed input mode. Reading in data with a handshake was superior to simply polling 

the output lines of EMMA because a handshake ensured that the DAC would not attempt to read 

EMMA'S output lines while i t was in the process of loading a new output value. 

When EMMA has a new piece of daaim. it would signal the fact by switching on one of its 

output lines (DR) temporarily. If the DAC was ready to read it in, as indicated by an off logic state 

on its line IBFA, the 2 NAND gates would drive the two strobe lines (STBA* & STBB*) off- 

This, in tum, would cause the DAC to raise an intempt to the compter  to transfer control over to 

the DAC and aiIow it load the ldbi t  datum (EMMA4 - EMMA- 15) into its memory. The act of 

loading the dahm would then clear the IBFA line and set the DAC for a new piece of datum. 
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Fig. 2-2: A schematic diagrarn of the connections between EMMA, the data acquisaion 
board, and the TTL circuit. Port A and port 6 (labeled PA' and PB*) of the 
data acquisition card (DAC) were used to read in data frorn EMMA'S 16 bit 
port (labeled EMMA-O through EMMA-15). Port C was used for the 
handshake. The signai indicating that EMMA has a piece of data ready to be 
read in was canied by the Iine labeled DR. 



2.1.3 Cornputer 

The computer was an Intel-486 based personal computer nuuiing Microsoft DOS 33 as its 

operating system. The program was specially written in C by the author for the purpose of the 

experiment. It was based on FORTRAN programs that ran similar experiments on a PDP- 1 1-23 

minicornputer, and on a program written in C by James MacLean that demonstrated the abili ty of 

the data acquisition card, PC-DIO-%? to act as an interface between the computer and EMMA'S 

signal processing box. 

Many versions of the program exists--some were predecessors of the program that used a 

different apparatus to control the target -y, and some were variants of the pmgr;un because it 

was easier to modify the pmgram to nui certain experiments than to write a description of them in 

the syntax required by the program. Only two versions are of importance. One, newdisp3 . exe, 

was the version that was used to run the main yellow-green experirnents and it is kept in the 

c : \ liïau\newriisp3 directory. The other, dspexp. exe, was used to nui the red experiment and 

is kept in the c : \ lilau\dsp directory. These two versions differ only in the marner in which it 

comected with EMMA-newdisp3 .axe relied on EMMA'S circuiûy to compute the eye position, 

while aspexp .axe used a digital signal processing board to translate the activities of the 

phototransistors on EMMA'S optical head into the eye's p s i  tion (see section 2.1 -6). 

The program has been divided into twelve modules, most of w hich were of little 

consequence because they contained the routines that manage 110 and the user-interface. The most 

important files were main-h, which contained the definitions of the data stmctures used in the 

program, expennnt . C, which contained the subroutine that oversaw the control flow of the 

experiment, enmatrac. c, which contained the subroutines that controlled the DSP board, and 

emna .c, which contained the subroutines that read in EMMA'S output via the data acquisition card. 

When stnpped of its supporting and user-interface functions, the program tbat ran the 

experiments perfonned two tasks. The first task was to control and co-ordinate the various pieces 

of hardware. This involved lighting and extinguishing the nght LEDs at the appropriate times, 

reading in data from EMMA'S digital output at a mte of 30 biislms and polling a push button used 

by the subject to start and to pause the experiment The second task was to calculate the important 

parameters such as saccadic latency, peak velocity, saccade amplitude and duration fmm the s h e .  



of eye positions coming from EMMA. (Latency was measured as the period between the onset of 

the stimulus and the beginning of a saccade, which was defined as the first moment at which the 

eye is moving at a speed in excess of 20 "1s.) Once these values were computed. they were saved 

ont0 the cornputer's hard disk for later off-line analysis. 

2.1.4 Display and Diode Card 

The stimulus array was made of 15 "super-bright" light-emitting diodes (LEDs) whose 

front has been grounded down and polished to eliminate blur. The grounding and polishine 

resui ted in small square targets of 4 arc mins subtense. The LEDs, laid down in a horizontal arc, 

were positioned 1 14 cm from the subject. The central LED was red (peak wavelength was, 

according to the vendor, 670 MI) and it was used as the fixation point (FP) during the 

experirnents. The remaining 14 LEDs were yellow-green (peak wavelength of 565 nrn) and were 

placed in the peripheiy to serve as targets. A later experiment used a set of 14 red LEDs as targets; 

according to the catalogue, their peak wavelength was 635 nm. These LEDs, p i  tioned on both 

sides of the centre red LED and spaced 0 5  degree apart, began at 2.5 degrees from the centre and 

ended at 5.5 degrees (Figure 2 3 ) .  The range of the targets was chosen to be withn EMMA'S 

linear range-in the calibration process, a linear regression of EMMA'S output and eye p i  tions 

often gave coefficient of correlation of around 0.99--and within a range of eccentricities that would 

produce saccades with stable and minimal latencies (Kalesnykas & Hallett, 1994). Fourteen target 

positions were used to reduce the p s i  bili ty that the subject wodd be able to anticipate the Large t 

p i  tion, and also the chance that the subject would learn the stimulus target p s i  tions and use the 

information to guide the saccades. 

The 15 LEDs were controlled with a custom-made ISA expansion card built by the 

Computing Support Division of the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Toronto. It was 

designed with the capacity of dnving 48 diodes simultaneously at different intensitia. Intensity of 

each diode was represented with an &bit integer; however, because the card is a voltage source (as 

opposed to current source) and drives the LEDs by applying a voltage acrass them, it is not capable 

of producing 256 different intensity settings as implied by the use of an &bit integer to represent 

intensity. The reason is that some of the voltages are not large enough to overcome the PN- 



Figure 2.3: Schematic showing the arrangement of diodes in the target array. The 
LEDs were laid along an arc of a circle with a radius of 57cm. and were 
viewed from a distance of 1 14crn. FP is the fixation point. The diagram is 
not to scale. 



junction of the LED. Thus, because the card was only capable of relatively small changes in diode 

intensities, larger changes, such as those of one or two orders of magnitude. were accomplished 

with Kodak gelatin neutral density filters. In addition to that, because each LED had i ts own 

lighting pmperties, matched output was accomplished by preparing beforehand a look-up table that 

cross-referenced card setting with output intensity for each LED. 

2-13 Diode Temporal Calibration 

While there was little doubt as to the precision of the computer's timing, the response of the 

LEDs may not be as sharp as that of the cornputer, and there was a need to verify that the 

computer's controi of the LEI3 onset and offset time was precise. To  do  this, an LED was 

programmed. using the same code fragments that were used in the experiment for contrdling the 

LEDs, to repeat a cycle of being on for 5ms and off for 15ms. Its brightness was then profiled 

with a photomultiplier tube to examine how much lag there was between the application of a 

voltage and the LED reaching its target intensity. The results showed that the LED was on for a 

total duration of 5.4ms, and that it required about 0.2111s to switch from its off state to the target 

intensity o r  vice versa. Severai other intensities were also tested in the same way and it was found 

that over the range of intensities employed in the experiments, no discemible differences in the lag 

hme were observed Once the target intensity was reached, deviation away from the mget 

intensity was negligible. Therefore, the arnount of energy in a 5ms pulse would be about the 

product of 52ms  and the target intensity, if one made the approximation that the intensity profile of 

the LED was in the shape of a trapezoid 

Finally, for the sake of convenience, flash duration would continue to be reported as 5ms 

in this report even though the actual time for which the LED was on was longer. 

2.1.6 Diode Energy 

The experiment expressed intensities in terms of a subjectdependent loganthmic unit, Fi', 

based on the subject's foveal threshold. The advantage of using such a unit was that it would tend 

to reduce inter-subject vaiability in performance (such as saccadic latency) that would arise from 



subjectdependent parameters such as pupil diameter, efficiency in utilising photons and other 

factors that effect the ainount of light energy avaiiable for the visual system. 

Conversion from the ET unit to more conventional units could by taking into account the 

following set of relationship between intensity, luminance, and the viewing conditions under 

which the foveal threshold was determined. The first of these relationship is between the target 

intensity Z and its luminance L reflected off a nearby magnesite (MgCQ) surface. The equation for 

this calibration anangement is 

where 
L = luminance of the MgCQ block in candela I m2 as measured by a photometer 
I = intensity of the target in candela 
R= reflectance of the surface (for a MgC03 block, R56slllIl = 0-975) 
d = distance between the target and the MgCQ surîace in cm 

A factor of n is required by Lambert's law for a pelfect diffuser. 

Next, FI' units, in photopic lumens, could be related to the target intensity 1 by the 

following equation. 

w here 
F = attenuation factor of the neutral density filter used to bring I ta foveai threshold 
p = pupil diarneter in m 
D = distance between the light source and eye in m 
1 = intensity of the light source in candela 

A factor of n is in the equation for pupillary area. The factor, F, was required because neutral 

density filters were used to compensate for the limited range of intensiûes that the diode card was 

capable of producing. When setting foveal threshold, the subject was asked to adjust the intensity 

of the diode positioned behind a neutml density 3 filter until the light of the diode was barely 

visible. Instead of using the nominal value given by the manufacturer, the value of F was obtained 

by measurement The value of L in equation (2.1) was obtained by placing an LED d cm in front 

of a MgCQ block, and then measuring its luminance with a Spectra Pritchard photometer. 

Once the FT units have been converied into photopic lumens, they can be converted inta 

other units such as ergskec or quanta/sec. 

To convert to ergslsec, one applies the equation 



w here 
P = FT in uni& of photopic lumens 
V, = relative spechal luminous elficiency function 

The constant in the equation is the "mechanicd equivalents of light". 

To convert into photonsisec, one would divide the equation (23) by the energy (measured 

in ergs) of each photon. The energy of a photon with a wavelength of h is 

w here 
h = Planck's constant, 6.624940 x 10-% ergssec 
c = speed of light, 2.993925 x 10" cdsec 
)C = wavelength of the photon in cm. 

Thus, a photon with a wavelength of 565 nm has 3.51 x 10" ergs of energy. The energy in a 

flash could then be found by multiplying FT units in quantalsec by the target duration. 

According to the set of calculations prescribed above, the energy in one yellow-green FT 

unit was between of 109 13 and 1635 quantalsec (Table 2.1). These values compared favourabl y 

with another estimate of one yellow-green Fï by Claire Barnes ( 1995) who reported a value of 

8563 quantalsec. The same calculations were done for the r d  diodes (Table 2.1, column 

LL(red)), and a value of 68657 quantidsec was obtained for red Fï units, whch compared 

favourably with Barnes' value of @263 quantalsec. As the last two columns of Table 3.1 has 

shown, the values are rough es timates ody, and the reason why they were written wi th four or 

five digits is for the sake of traceability and quality control. 

2.1 .7 Analogue-to-digital converters and DSP board 

For the experiments using red LEDs as targets, a slightly different apparatus was used to 

track eye movement The processing box was replaced with two analogue-tc+digita.i converters 

( A D  converters) and a digital signal pmessing (DSP) board. The A D  converter was 

manufacturai by SPECTRUM Signal Rocessing Inc., and was designed to connect to the PC via 

its ISA expansion slots. Each card had 32 analogue input channels, multiplexed to a 3-psec Il-bit 

A/D converter and can sample data at a rate of up to 100 kHz. Each channel had its own input 

buffering and a first order low-pass fil ter to reduce unwanted high frequency noise. The DSP 





board, built around Texas Instrument's TMS320C30 DSP chip, was also designecl and buil t by 

SPECTRUM Signal Pnxessing Inc and connects to a PC via its ISA expansion dots. The board 

had a clock speed of 33.3 MHz and can perform 16.7 million instructions per second. 

The DSP board filled the identical role as the processing box. The code for the DSP, 

emmatrac. c in the c : \ ïiïau\trac3 O directory, was written by James MacLean and was 

optimized by the author. Because the DSP board did not have dedicated hardware to perform the 

calculations, it was slower that the processing box and shortcuts in the calculations had to be taken 

io give the same ûacking rate. Like the processing box, the first step in the processing was to 

compare the signal against a threshold to eliminate system noise. Zerecrossings were then 

estimated by evaluating an approximation of the zemcrossing function at a number of points. 

Instead of convolving the signal on the phototransistors with the temporal interpolating weighting 

function, it was convolved with a smaller version of the weighting function. The real zero 

crossing was located by evaluating the zec0i:msing function around the estimate. 

In addition to confemng greater flexi bility and ease to experimenting with the tracking 

algorithm. the largest benefit of switching to t h s  system lay in that it permitted the implementation 

of a better algorithm for -king zero crossings. In the original processing box, the eye position 

was deemed to be the leftmost zero crossing; in ihis new system, once the program has locked ont0 

an appropriate zero crossing (which has been set to be the leftmost zero crossing between two 

lobes of at least a certain minimum amplitude), the system would track it until the amplitudes of the 

sumunding lobes were below a pre-set threshold. 

2.2 Procedures: 

2.2.1 Preparing the subject for EMMA 

Some preparations were required before EMMA could be used to track a person's eye 

mwement. The first step was to prepare a bite bar so that the subject's head could be stabilized 

when EMMA was in operation. Stability was important because by tracking eye movement via the 

comeal reflection, the machine was unable to distinguish head movement from eye movement In 

addition to the bite bar, a forehead rest was also employed to help the subject maintain a still head. 

The second step was to position EMMA'S optical head such that its infrared beam wodd land on 



the left corneal and give a clean reflection that wouid be imageci on the phototransistor array. 

EMMA tracked only the movement of the left eye; in order to prevent the image in the right eye 

fmm affecting the left eye's movement, the right eye's view of the iarget anay was occluded with a 

piece of black cloth. This setup was accomplished by first using the alignrnent lights on EMMA to 

get the appmximate location of the infrared beam on the subject's eye, and then fine-tuning the 

position of the optical head so that the zem-crossing function, which could be rnonitored with an 

oscilloscope or with the cornputer itself if the DSP board was in operation, was clean and of 

sufficient a m p h d e  over the range of eccentricities required by the expriment. The final step in 

preparing the subject for EMMA was to correlate its' 15-bit output with eye position. By asiung 

the subject to fixate on a set of targets with known ecceneicities, a Iinear regession could be 

performed on the EMMA'S output and the target positions to obtain a scale factor that convert 

between the two; the resulting coefficient of correlation was usually on the order of 0.99. 

2.2.2 The Basic Expriment 

Because a large number of datapoints (-300 per each interstimulus interval) were needed 

for some of the data andysis, the experiment was broken into a number of sessions and done over 

a pend of several days. 

Before a session of the experiment began, the subject was given a drop of mydriatic and 

was allowed to dark adapt for a period of twenty minute. Initially, a 1% solution of cyclogyi was 

used, but later experiments switched to a 0.5% or 1.Wo solution of the weaker mydriatic, 

mydriacyl. Once the dark adaptation period has elapsed, the expenment began. 

In the centre of the subject's field of view, a red fixation LED was lit at an intensity 10 

times that of the targets, and i t was on for a randorn period that lasted anyw here between 1.5 

seconds and 2.5 seconds. The subject was instructed to fixate it. The purpose of having a fixation 

period whose duration varied was to prevent the subject from anticipating the offset of the fixation 

LED and the onset of the peripheral target At the end of the fixation period, the fixation LED was 

extinguished and a target was presented at one of the fourteen possible eccentricities on the diode 

display anay. Its position was random, as was the stimulus configuration. Eight stimulus 

configurations were used: a single flash at one unit of intensity, a single flash at two uni& of 



intensity, or two flashes at one unit of intensity with a delay of either 17ms. 3 h s ,  55ms, 80ms, 

lOSms, or 13ûrns (See Figure 2.4). Delay was defined to be the inierval between the start of the 

first flash and the stari of the second flash. The subject was instructed to make a saccade to the 

target if he saw the target; otherwise, he was to keep his eyes stationary. The subject was given a 

window of 1 second to respond to the stimulus; considering that most saccades occur within 

600ms of target onset under such stimulus conditions (ie. Figure 33) and that a lack of a response 

by such a tirne usually means that the stimulus has not been not detected, the allotted time was 

deemed ample for the slowest saccade. At the end of the trial, the computer produced a soft click 

to notify the subject of a bad trial if the record of the saccade seemed shange (ie. overly short 

latencies, spurious saccades that were too fast or too short). Usually, this rneant that EMMA was 

having trouble tracking the subject's eye position because he biinked or has moved his head away 

from the position for which EMMA was calibrated. When this happened, the subject was urged to 

take a short break and put his head back into the p i  tion i t was in when the calibration was done. 

Smooth progress was signified by silence. 

A session consisted of 800 such trials and took about one hour to complete. 

2.3 Subjects: 

Four subjects participated in the experiments. Of hem, only one, PH, had any prior 

experience wi th this type of experiment. PH is a male subject in his late fifties. Subject RC is a 

male subject in his twenties whose left eye is myopic (-6.5 dioptre). During the various sessions 

of the experiment, neither PH nor RC wore any corrective lem. The remaining two male subjects. 

LL and SH, were myopic in their left eye (-5.5 dioptre and 4.25 respectively) and wore contact 

lens during the experiment The data of SH were not used because the variation between the 

sessions of data was large and hence could not be pooled and treated as if they were of the same 

population. 

Test runs were done with LL to see whether the contact lens would interfere with eye 

tracking process (ie. slippage) and the resuits showed that they did not. 



fixation target : 
random duration 

stimulus configurations: 

unit intensity / single pulse (SP) 

variable duration; 
17, 30, 55, 80, 105, 
or 130 rns k- 

double intensity / single pulse (DP) 

Figure 2.4: Schematic of a trial. After a fixation period of random duration, one of 
the 8 stimulus configurations shown above was presented to the 
su bject . 



2.4 Data Aiiaiysis and Data Trimming: 

The stream of data from EMMA was processeci in two steps. The first step, done as  the 

data was coming in from EMMA, was where the descriptive characteristics of the saccade, namely 

saccadic latency, amplitude, peak velocity and duration, were calculateci. These values were saved 

at the end of each trial onto the cornputer's hard dnve for an offline anaiysis. 

The firs t step of the offline anal ysis was to fil ter out the bad data from the raw data 

Tracking eye movement via the corneal reflections has its shortcomings and one of them was that 

head movements were registered incorrectly as eye movements. Smail head movements, which 

would occur occasionally, would result in the infrared beam moving out of focus or off the cornea 

and disrupt the tracking, rsulting in nonsensicai records of saccadic eye movement These, in 

addition to anticipatory saccades, needed to be filtered out and was accomplished by rejecting 

saccades according the following criteria: 

a) saccades with latencies less than 100 ms as they are deemed to be anticipatory 

(Kalesnykas & Hallett, 1981 & 1994) 

b) spurious saccades with peak velocities in excess of 800°1s as these are blinks(Carpenter, 

1977; Eizenman et al, 1984) 

c) saccades with short duration (ie. less than 5 ms) and low speed (ie. around 20'1s) as 

they are most IikeIy small eye lids or head movements 

Finally, as a way to screen out inadvertent eye movement from reasons such as loss of 

attention to the task at hand, and to ensure that the saccade was truiy directed at the target, saccadic 

amplitude had to be at least half of target amplitude. Such a cutoff may sound arbitmy and it is. 

However, an examination of some preliminary data showed that o d y  a few data points per session 

were affecteci by this criterion and therefore the effect of this screen to the analyses that follow is 

minimal. This cnterion was applied only to the bright data; for the dim data, this criterion was 

relaxed to allow for larger data sets. 

The number of trials left after this pruning process varied from su bject to su bject and from 

session to session; on average, about one quarter of the raw data was eliminated, mostly because 

the subject has shifted his head and caused EMMA ta fail to track the eye. What remained were 

then used listed by &y, and subjected to an ANOVA test, taking a pvalue of 5% as the cutoff, to 



ensure that the data muld be treated as if they were dmwn from the same population. If the pvalue 

was les  than 5%, the day whose mean was the farthest from the grand mean was dropped until the 

pvalue was acceptable. In total, 36.999 datapoints were recorded from the three subjects for main 

yellow-green experiment; 8.757 datapoints (23.67%) were rejected on the three criteria 

aforementioned, and 2 13 datapoints (0.58%) were removed because they were direction errors. 

Finally, an additional 3,428 (9.27%) datapoints were rejected by the ANOVA test. The remainine 

24,601 datapoints were then used in the analyses detailed in the results section. 



Results 
3.1 Mean Latency and Frequency of Response 

3.1.1 Requency of Saccadic Response 

In rnost previous experiments, conditions were such that saccades were elicited at each trial; 

on the rare occasions that there was no saccadic response, the absence was usually attributed to 

subject inattentiveness (eg. G.R. Barnes & Gresty, 1973; van Asten et al, 1988). However, the 

absence of a response could be caused by other reasons as well: when the energy of the stimulus 

was low, it was observed that the saccadic response became probabilistic (Barnes. 1993,  and 

furthemore, w hen plotted against target energy, the resul ting curve resem bled the sigrnoidal 

probabilistic curves found in psychophysical experiments like Hecht and Pirenne's classic 1942 

study on visual threshold. 

Before proceeding with the data, two things needed to be pointed out. One, in order to 

facilitate cornparison with Barnes' results, it should be pointed out that a 5 millisecond flash at the 

Fr+3 intensity (corresponding to having about 5 FT x sec of energy per pulse) would fall into the 

suprathreshold region in her experirnents, while the same flash at the Fï+ 1 and W . 5  inknsity 

(corresponding to about 0.05 and 0.02 Fî x sec of energy per puise respectively) wodd  faIl in her 

probabilistic range for detection by the rocis. The second point that needed to be made was that. 

although FT sethngs have been hereto successful in normalizïng this laboratory's data by allowing 

for intersubject and intersession variations in optical factors such as pupillary diameter, the FT 

appmach was less than ideai for the current expriment as the IT unit wouid o d y  normalize for 

stimuli falling on the fovea rather than the periphery. Nevertheless, target intensity was still 

denominated in uni& of FT for the sake of continuity with experirnents conducted previously in the 

laboratory. As will be made apparent later, a possible consequence was that subject LL's stimulus 

intensities seemed anomalous as judged by the latency and frequency of saccadic response results. 

Because of this abenaiion, the various subject-stimulus combinations were divided into three 

groups: a "bright target" group consisting of the subject-target combinations of LL's FT+3, RC 's 

FT+3, and PH's Fï+3, an "intemediate target" group consisting of LL's FT+l data, and a "dim 

target" group made up of the remaining data (ie. LL's FT4-5,  RC's Fï+l and PH's IT+l). 

Because the results of the intemediate targets were very sirnilar to those of the bright targets, the 
22 



two will be discussed together in the following sections. 

As expected, the frequency of sacccadic response did not change signifiant1 y wi th the 

length of the delay between the pulses for bright and intermediate targets; while it varied from 

subject to subject, the variations within subjects were small. The frequency of responses of the 

two of the subjects, RC and PH, for this stimulus intensity was around 99%. Since there were 

many trials, the fact that the subjects would miss a number of stimulus is to be expected and as a 

result, few frequencies in Figure 3.1 reached exactly 100%. The nurnber for the thi rd subject LL 

was lower, and i t fluctuated around 95%. (The 8996 frequency of saccadic response observed at 

the Fï+3, single pulse/double intensity stimulus configurapion rnight be an anomaly, considering 

that LL's intermediate data did not show a similar drop for the same stimulus configuration.) 

In the case of the dim targets, the frequency of saccadic response for ail three subjects (ie. 

PH at K+ 1, RC at FT+I and LL at FïM.5) was flat initially, but dropped as the time interval 

between the two pulses was increased. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the extent of the plateau and 

the decline varied from subject to subject 

From this perspective, the presence of a second pulse was (unsurprkingly) facilitatory for 

the dim targets for al1 delays that were tested, when compared against the single pulse/unit intensity 

stimulus. In addition, for short delays, the variation in the frequency of response was smdl, 

agreeing with the observations in Barnes' study, where it was observed that for a single pulse 

stimulus with intensiy and duration within the range that was exarnined, duration could be traded 

off against intensity without affecting the frequency of response; al1 that mattered was that the 

stimulus energy remained constant The measured extent of this constancy varied from subject to 

subject (3ûms to LOSms). As expected, for the bright and intermediate targets, the second pulse 

was irrelevant for response frequency, as puise response frequency was aiready high. 

3.1.2 Mean Latency 

Target intensity is one of many factors that on affect saccadic latencies. At dim intensities, 

saccadic latencies were long and variable, but as the intensity increased, they were observed to 

shorten sharply initially, only to level off and arrive at a minimum latency at high intensities 

(Wheeless et al, 1%7; Doma & Hallett, 1988a, b); furthermore, when latencies were graphed 



Frequency of Response as a Function of the Delay of 
the Second Pulse 

Delay (ms) 

Figure 3.1 : Frequency of saccadic response as a function of delay of the second 
pulse. A time delay of zero corresponds to a single pulse with twice the 
unit intensity, while the SP condition can be thought of as a 2-pulse 
stimulus with the second pulse delayed indefinitely. Note that the LL+1 
line lies amongst the FT+3 data. 



against intensity, it was found that the @ph could be fitted to a function known as PLeron's law 

(Doma & Hallett, 1988a): 

w here 
L(I) = saccadic latency, 
L = the minimum latency for the rask, 
1 = the intensity, 
k and are constants wi th < O. 

Since intensity is a factor that affects latencies, i t is natuial to expect that target energy u n  

also affect latencies. It does, but the relationship between the hvo is not as well studied, nor is it as 

straightfonvard. When Barnes ( 1995) plotted saccadic latencies against energy from experirnents 

in which target intensities were held constant, the graphs showed a region of overlap, where 

latency was a function of energy, and regions where latency was intensitydependent 

For the bright and intermediate targets, the variation in average latency for al1 the subjects, 

as the delay in the presentation of the second pulse was increased from 17ms to 130ms, was smdl 

and on the order of the standard e m r  of the mean (SEM); it was, therefore, difficult to draw 

staîistically meaningful statements on how when the second pulse was presented would affect 

average latency. However, the difference between the average latencies to double-flash targets and 

those to single flflash/double intensity targets was large enough to be statisticall y meaningful (See 

Figure 3.2, bottom). In view of a "waiting time" model, these two observations pointed to a 

system whose effective integration time at these intensi ties was shorter than 17ms. 

In the case of the dim targets, the overall trend was that as the presentation of the second 

pulse was delayed, the mean latency increased. The small deviation from this trend occurred for 

two of the subjects (RC and LL) when the mean latency to targets consisting of one pulse at unit 

intensity (SP) became shorter than those in response to double pulses with long delays. In an 

expriment measuring the reac tion time of su bjects to dou bl y-flashed targets, Grossberg ( 1970) 

reported a similar effect for a Iate second pulse, thereby raising the p s i  bili ty that a second pulse 

falling 100 or so milliseconds after an initial pulse was inhibitory. Such a statement, narnely that 

the mean latency and the frequency of response exhibited divergent behaviours, needs not be 

contradictory because if mean latency was the more sensitive criterion, a change in the input could 

affect with it, without appreciably affecting the other. 
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Figure 3.2: Average latency as a function of the time delay of the second pulse. 
Errors bars are set to 1 standard error of the mean. The graphs roughly 
divides into 3 groups: the bright data (ie. XX+3), the dim data (ie. 
RC+I, PH+I, LL+û.5), and an intermediate group (ie. LL+1). 



In addition to mean Iatencies, median latencies were also examined in the same way and 

they yielded similar observations. 

3.2 Modalities of the Latency Histogrm 

It has been suggested in the literature that there are more than one kind of saccades. When 

latency data were collecteci from a number of subjects using the gap and the ovedap condition, it 

was argued by Fischer (Fischer e t  al., 1993) that the data supported a tri modal distri bution. 

Taking the position that each mode corresponded to one type of saccade, he narned hem, in order 

of increasing latencies, the express saccades, fast regular and slow regular. However, while such 

a division is highly attractive (Fischer and Boch, 1993; Fischer et al., 1993; Hallett, 1993) 

because it could be taken as further evidence that saccadic programming muid be broken into a 

number of "subroutines" that could be executed independently (Abrarns & Jonides. 1988). the 

correctness of such a division is far from conclusive, because the argument in the aforernentioned 

paper seemed to hinge on a earlier paper (Fischer & Ramsperger, 19û4) that showed the existence 

of a separate population of saccades with very short latencies, and the goodness of fit of a trimodal 

mode1 with free parameters as a posterior support for the hypothesis. The problem with fitting data 

to a trimodal distribution without first establishing that it is trimodal is that it is possible for one to 

obtain a seerningly multimodal sample from a unimodal distribution if the sample sile is small; 

since speahng strictly, from a numerical analysis viewpoinf al1 that is required for a mode is to 

have a bin whose frequency is higher than i ts two flanking bins. For example, since there were 

oniy a few saccades for each latency bin in the panel in Figure 3.6 corresponding to a delay of 

55ms, the period around 375rns, by virtue of having one o r  two saccades fewer than expected, 

created the appearance of a bimodai distribution. However, before one can daim that it is bimodal, 

one needs to ascertain that, given the scatter of the data, the perceived dip in distribution is 

significant, and not an artefact of too few samples. Others have raised similar questions. There 

have been experiments, using the same gap paradigm as was employed in Fischer's experiments, 

which questioned whether the short latency saccades that were observeci constituted a separate 

population ( Wenban-Smith & Findlay, 199 1 ; Reuter-Lorenz et al., 199 1 ; Carneron & Albano. 

1 994). 



Out of this context then cornes the question of how many modes do the histograms 

obtained from the current expriment have? A priori, one could argue that any number up to six is 

conceivable, if one allows the assumption that each of a pulse pair may generate an express 

saccade, a fast regular and a slow regdar mode. 

A rnodel-free statistical method employing bootstrapping (Silverman, 1981 ; Izenrnan and 

Sommer, 1988; EFmn and Tibshirani, 1993) was used as an objective way of determinhg the 

data's modality. The first step of the test was to convolve a bootstrapped sarnple of the data with a 

Gaussian to obtain a Gaussian kemel density estimate. The standard deviation of the smoothing 

Gaussian kernel, ht , was chosen such that it was the smallest p s i  ble value that wouid make the 

Gaussian kemel density estimate of the original data to have k modes. The assigned significance 

level, ASL, was defined to be the frequency with which bootstrap resarnplings of the smoothed 

data would generate more than k modes. The rationde behind the technique is that if k was chosen 

to be artificially low, then smoothing would be extreme (ie. hk is large) and convolving a 

resampled data set wi th the Gaussian kemel would rare1 y increase the number of modes. and so 

ASL would be low. Once the ASLs for a number of modalities have been computed for a given 

experimental conditions, the lowest value of k at which ASL exceeds some predetermined cutoff 

such as 5% was taken to be the best estimate of modality. A stricter critenon corresponds to a 

higher ASL 

The latency data were examineci with this algorithm, with each modality k i n g  tested with 

1000 bootstrap sanples to obtain an ASL value for that modality. The results are tabulated in 

Tables 3.1 and its supplements, and the figures 33 through 3.9 show the hstograms and their 

corresponding kernel density estimates obtained from the algorithm. Window widths, hk, 

corresponding to an ASL of at least 0.10 were used. 

The majority, 72% (41/56), of the 56 conditions tested were unimodal, if the ASL cutoff 

value was taken to be 58. Of the remaining, 23% (1956) were bimodal and the rest, trimodal or 

higher. If a more stringent ASL of 10% was used, about 66% (37/56) were unimodal, 27% 

( 15/56) were bimodal and the rest (4/56) had three or more modes (Tables 3.1 and 3.1 supplement 

A, B). However, if one were ailowed to apply judgment and discard some outlying modes as 

spurious (ie. Figure 3 3, delay = 17ms panel at 600ms), then more histograms would have fewer 



Subject RC: 
lntensity = FT+3 
modes Ap=O Ap=l7 Ap=30 Ap=55 Ap=80 Ap=105 Ap=130 SP 

1 0.52 (1 2) 0.00 (58) 0.00 (69) 0.35 (40) 0.31 (40) 0.05 (34) 0.1 7 (39) 0.03 (44) 
2 0.56(10) 0.15(22) 0.60(13) 0.01(36) 0.16(28) 0.41 (22) 0-OO(34) 0.26(18) 
3 0.83 (7) 0.26 (1 2) 0-21 (1 3) 0.33 (1 7) 0.09 (22) 0.1 7 (1 7) 0.1 0 (22) 0.03 (1 7) 

lntensity = FT+1 
modes Ap=O Ap=17 Ap=30 1Sp=S5 Ap=80 Ap=105 Ap=130 SP 

1 0.36 (37) 0.24 (37) 0.04 (75) 0.1 6 (41 ) 0.89 (22) 0.40 (38) 0.71 (37) 0.5 (28) 
2 0.33 (25) 0.04 (29) 0.48 (27) 0.95 (1 6) 0.48 (22) 0.54 (28) 0.40 (33) 0.32 (24) 
3 0.2 (21) 0.08 (24) 0.24 (22) 0.71 (1 6) 0.22 (20) 0.44 (24) 0.28 (29) 0.1 3 (23) 

Subject PH: 
lntensity = R+3 
modes 4p=O dp=17 Ap=30 Ap=55 &=80 Ap=105 Ap=130 SP 

1 0.30 (1 2) 0.41 (1 2) 0.66 (1 O) 0.66 (1 O) 0.1 9 (1 8) 0.54 (9) 0.27 (1 4) 0.02 (43) 
2 0.07 (1 1 ) 0.1 4 (1 1 ) 0.24 (1 O) 0.28 (1 0) 0.36 (1 2) 0.1 8 (9) 0.06 (1 3) 0.07 (20) 
3 0.1 3 (9) 0.20 (8) 0.06 (1 O) 0.06 (1 0) 0.90 (7) 0.02 (9) 0.72 (7) 0.03 (1 7) 

lntensity = FT+1 
mades Ap=O Apt7 Ap=30 Ap=55 Ap=80 hp=105 Ap=130 SP 

1 0.01 (35) 0.00 (37) 0.1 3 (58) 0.1 0 (60) 0.53 (39) 0.55 (33) 0.34 (35) 0.02 (53) 
2 0.38 (20) 0.1 4 (21 ) 0.1 7 (34) 0.06 (39) 0.03 (39) 0.62 (21 ) 0.66 (1 9) 0.24 (27) 
3 0.60 (1 1 ) 0.29 (1 4) 0.05 (28) 0.01 (37) 0.25 (27) 0.50 (1 8) 0.52 (1 7) 0.07 (23) 

Subject LL: 
lntensity = n+3 
modes Ap=O &=17 Ap=30 Ap=SS Ap=80 Ap-105 Ap=130 SP 

1 0.24 (1 9) 0.1 2 (1 7) 0.1 5 (1 5) 0.1 O (1 9) 0.34 (1 8) 0.1 4 (21 ) 0.23 (1 6) 0.02 (35) 
2 0.24 (1 5) 0.28 (1 1) 0.1 1 (1 1) 0.30 (1 1) 0.03 (1 6) 0.67 (1 1 ) 0.05 (1 5) 0.01 (23) 
3 0.42 (1 1 ) 0.26 (9) 0.05 (1 O) 0-33 (8) 0.14 (1 2) 0.40 (9) 0.47 (8) 0.1 5 (1 1 ) 

lntensity = FT+1 
modes Ap=O Ap=17 Ap=30 Ap=55 &=80 hp=105 Ap=130 SP 

1 0.00 (70) 0.1 7 (21 ) 0.1 9 (1 7) 0.05 (42) 0.42 (1 5) 0.00 (52) 0.00 (84) 0.00 (44) 
2 0.08 (1 9) 0.04 (1 8) 0.00 (1 7) 0.1 6 (20) 0 1 (1 3) 0.49 (20) 0.02 (45) 0.1 7 (1 9) 
3 0.31 (1 2) 0.51 (1 0) 0.54 (8) 0.1 2 (1 3) 0.4 (9) 0.09 (1 8) 0.23 (21 ) 0.51 (1 2) 

lntensity = Fi+0.5 
modes Ap=O Ap=17 Ap=30 Ap=55 Ap=80 Ap=105 Ap=130 SP 

1 0.06 (35) 0.45 (22) 0.47 (27) 0.00 (81) 0.04 (59) 0.1 5 (45) 0.35 (31 ) 0.65 (24) 
2 0.1 0 (1 9) 0.02 (22) 0.1 9 (1 9) 0.03 (32) 0.27 (26) 0.07 (31 ) 0.23 (27) 0.22 (20) 
3 0.1 7 (14) 0.03 (1 8) 0.03 (18) 0.00 (28) 0.1 8 (21) 0.36 (1 7) 0.2 (22) 0.48 (14) 

Table 3.1 : The results of the bootstrap. The ASL-value of the first 3 rnodaiities are 
shown with its window width, hk, rounded to the nearest millisecond, in 
parenthesis. 



Table 3.1 supplernent A: Surnrnary of the modality of the various latency 
distributions. An "U" represents a unirnodal distribution. and an "M" 
represents a muitimodai distribution. An "UIM" represents a condition 
which would be a unimodal distribution if a value of 0.05 was used as 
the ASL cutoff, and a multirnodal distribution when a value of 0.10 was 
used. Entries marked with an asterisk (') indicate that the number of 
modes in these distributions may be overçtated because they each 
include a small mode. centred on only a few data points at long latencies. 

Ap=O other values of Ap SP 
Bright & Intemiediate 3/1 /O 20/3/1 0/3/1 23/7/2 
Di m 1 2/1/0 1 4/4/0 2/1/0 1 18/6/0 

1 

i 5/2/0 34/7/1 2/4/1 1 41/13/2 

Ap=O other values of Ap SP 
Bright & Intermediate i 75/25/0 83/13/4 0/75/25 72/22/6 
Dirn 1 67/33/0 78/22/0 67/33/0 i 75/25/0 

1 71/29/0 81 /17/2 29/57/14 1 73/23/4 

Table 3.1 supplement B: Surnrnary of the frequency of each modality. The 
numbers in each cell correspond to the frequency of a unimodal, bimodal, 
multimodal (ie. >2) distribution respectively. Top table contains the raw 
count and the bottorn table contains the values of the top table normalized 
to 1 ûû% for each condition. An ASL-vaiue of 0.05 was used as the cutoff. 

modes: seven would be classified as bimodal, and the remaining, unimodal. While it may be 

tempting to discard them, one has to be certain that in doing so, one is not mistaking some propeny 

of the system that geneiates a few, but slow, saccades as noise. Since the initial motivation to use 

the bootstrapping technique was to avoid human judgrnent which may be skewered by prior 

expectations, the resuits obtained by the strict application of the statistical rnethod were taken as 

correct. 

When the resuits were divided by target intensities, an examination showed that for the 
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single pulselunit intensity conditions (SP), the data for the bright and intermediate intensities were 

multimodal. For other conditions at the same intensity, the situation was less clear, because even 

though the majority was unimodal, a sizable portion of the data from the subject RC and LL at the 

intensity of Fï+ L was bimodal. This aberration may be due to a poorer qudity of data as 

suggested by the larger window widths, hk. Since RC had less expenence in such experiments 

and LL was reacting to dimmer stimuli at the FT+ 1 intensi ty, data of lesser quality is certainl y 

possible. As for the dim intensity, the instances of multimodality were scattered, and no useful 

observations could be drawn. Examination of the window width yielded only the expected 

observation that window widths tended to be larger than those at the brighter intensities, because 

saccadic latencies were more variable under such stimuius conditions. 

In conclusion, the data, wi th the exception of the bright and intemediate SP condition, do 

not generally support a hypothesis of multiple peaks in the latency distribution for pooled sessions. 

However, it shouid be pointed out that the current experimental setup is not the ideal configuration 

for inducing express saccades (which is to say, a gap paradigm and few possible target 

eccentricities), even though it is conceptually possible that express saccades could still be elicited'. 

A more serious objection is that this bootstrapping technique has a bias to understate the nurnber of 

modes (and hence, the number of populations), because it adopts the first modality whose ASL- 

value exceeds a predetermined threshold In other words, while making the possibili ty of 

mulûmodal distribution of saccadic latency l a s  likely, the test does not eliminate it altogether. This 

psibil i ty is especially worth pueuing, considering that a close examination of the figures reveal 

al1 of the panels in Figures 3.5 and 3.7 exhibit a "shoulder" following the main peak at around 

300111s for the bright intensities, and that many of the panels in Figures 3.6 and 3.9 exhibit also 

show a shoulder at around 300ms, but in this case, preceding the main peak. The shoulders found 

in RC's data did not confom to this pattern. At the FT+3 condition, most conditions did not 

' Of the three common stimulus preçentation paradigrns-the gap, the standard displacement-step, and 
the overlap, the overlap paradigm resuits in the slowest saccades (Saslow, 1967). The additionai delay is 
viewed usuaily as some additional cost incurred by the presenœ of the fixation point which is intedering 
sarnehow with saccadic prograrnming. Considering that Fischer et al (1993) reported that express 
saccades were observeci under the overlap paradigm, it is therefore not unreasonable to expect express 
saccades under the standard paradigm employed in the current experirnent. More problematic was the 
use of seven target eccentricities versus the use of only one. In light of an experirnent showing that 
subjects were able to initiate saccades faster if either amplitude or diredion was known in advance 
(Abrarns & Jonides, l988), it is certainly possible that some of the latency reduction were attributable to 
the fa& that only one target amplitude was us&. 



exhibit any shoulders (with the exception of the SP condition, single pulsddouble intensity 

condition and a delay of 30ms at the Fï+3 intensity), and its absence may be partiaily expiaineci by 

the fact that his data at  the FT+3 inknsity were more scattered than the other two subjects, which 

resulted in larger values of hk k i n g  used. At the K+1 conditions, some of the panels did show 

shoulders, but they followed the main peak and were found in the 600ms region. The significance 

of these shoulders are unclear, but they may be signs that the latency distri butions consist of a 

second and smaller population, whose presence is obscureci by its proximity to the main 

population. 

3 3  Cumulative Histograrns and Difference of Such 

Comparing the means and standard deviations of population of latencies gives only a 

limited picture of how latency was affected when the timing of the second pulse was manipulateci; 

a more complete picture of what was happening codd be obtained by reviewing al1 the data This 

was done by examining the data as cumulative histograms and the differences between thme 

curves and a baseline, one chosen to encapsulate the expectations of how a second pulse ought to 

effmt latency distribution. By subtracting the baseline cumulative histogram from those observed 

for each condition, one could see how the second flash has either shortened (or lengthened) the 

latency of a population of saccades. But this begs the question: what is an appropriate baseline? 

What should the data be compared against to de termine whether a second pulse wi th a delay of so 

many milliseconds is facili tatory or inhbitory? 

33.1 The Single pulseRlnit intensity as a Badine 

One commonly-used baseline would be the single-pulseiunit intensity (SP) cumulative 

histogram plot; one could argue that if the object was to determine the effect of a second pulse of a 

certain time delay on latency distribution, one ought to do so by examining the cumulative 

histograms of douMe pulse stimuli against that of the SP condition. When this was done for RC's 

data, the results were unsurprising: the 2-pulse data were found to be producing more saccades 

with a shorter latency than the single-pulse data, as  indicated by the fact that the difference obtaîned 



by subtracting the cumulative histogram of the SP baseline from chat for a 2-pulse data was mosdy 

positive (Figure 3.10 and 3.11). The facilitatory effect of a second pulse was strongest at  the short 

delay conditions, and is illustrateci in the comesponding graphs as large areas under the solid c w e  

(ie. Figure 3-10, top panel). The sarne was also true for the dimmer intensity. The other two 

subjects showed similar effects (Figure 3.12 through 3-16). 

The shape of the curve (a rise, followed in some oses by a dip, and a plateau at a value 

p a t e r  than zero) reflects the relative distribution of the saccades in the test condition relative to that 

of the baseline. A bel1 shaped curve (ie. Figure 3.10, top panel) meant that the second pulse 

caused faster saccades to be produced, but did not produce more. A curve in the shape of a 

flattened "S" meant that (ie. Figure 3.1 1, top panel) not only did the second pulse produced a 

population of faster saccades, it also resul ted in a higher total frequency of response. (Since the 

final value in a cumulative histograrn is the total frequency of response, the height of the final 

plateau is the difference in the total frequency of response between the test condition and the 

baseline.) It would be nice if one was able to correlate the various bumps in these difference 

curves to the modes deriveci from the bootstrap method, but the fact is that the slope of these 

curves, and hence i ts shape, is the resul t of the relative magnitudes of the cumulative histograms ol 

its two components, and hence, it does not necessady follow that there is a meaningful 

relationship between these difference of cumulative Mstograms and the results of the bootstrap. 

Finally, the correspondence between these p p h s  and a graph of average latency is harder to 

discem, but it is there: plots with large areas under the curve tend to correspond to a shorter than 

SP latency. 

3.33 Statistical Independence as a Baseline 

Using the single-pulselunit intensity cumulative histogram plot as the baseline may 

introduce a bias that overstates the facilitatory effect of the second pulse because it does not take 

into account that the double puise stimuli have twice as much energy. Nor does it take into account 

that there are two pulses in the stimulus. As has been pointed out elsewhere, the inclusion or 

exclusion of such a fact may have a p t  impact on the final interpretaîion of the data (Watson, 

1982). Since the object of the experiment was to examine how the two pulses in the stimulus 
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Figure 3.1 1 : The effect of presenting a second pulse of light on latency distribution 
was determining by comparing the observed data (Obs.) with two 
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probability sumrnation mode1 (PSM). The extent of the effect when 
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was detennining by comparing the observeci data (Obs.) with two 
baselines--the single pulselunit intensity condition (SP) and the 
probability summation mode1 (PSM). The extent of the effect when 
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Figure 3.13: The effect of presenting a second pulse of light on latency distribution 
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baselines-the single pulselunit intensity condition (SP) and the 
probability summation model (PSM). The extent of the effect when 
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interact to effect perfomance, a good baseline ought be one that reflect what should happen if there 

were no interactions. 

By appiying elementary probability theory, one can denve just such a baseline which, in 

the psychophysical literature, could be called the "probabïlity summation" (PSM) baseline. By 

assuming that the saccadic system treated a Zpulse stimulus as two 1-pulse stimuii, and that each 

l-pulse stimulus was processed independentiy by the saccadic system, one arrives at the following 

expected latency distribution: 

q c  Ç t ) =  P,(! < t ) +  P,(& c t - ~ p ) -  P,(P < t ) -  P& c I - ~ p )  ..... ............-. (3.7) 

w here 
P ( l  < t )  = the probabiiity of a saccade occurring with latency, !, less that 5 
bp = delay of the second pulse, 
P& c t )  = probability of a saccade occurring wi th latency, t. less than t w hen the 

stimulus is a single pulse at unit intensity (SP). 

The function of P,#' < t) was approximated with the empirical single-pulselunit intensity 

cumuiative histogram curve. 

The baseline assumption, that a ?--pulse stimulus wouid be processed as two independent 

1-pulse stimuli may be biologicaily irnplausibld; however, that should not be the criterion by 

which the goodness of the baseline is judged; instead, whether a certain baseline is accepted or not 

ought to be judged by its usefulness in determining how much interaction there exïsts between the 

two flashes in the stimulus, and by this criterion, the acceptability of the probability summation 

model is undisputable. 

The cornparison was done by overlaying a graph of the difference between the expected 

distribution from the probability summation mode1 and the observed SP data over one that showed 

the difference between the observed latency distribution for each stimulus condition and that for the 

SP condition. since the relative height of the two graphs shows the difference between the 

observed latencies and the expected latencies. 

At the bright intensity of FT+3, the distribution of observed latencies for the subject RC 

matched those expected from the probability summation model reasonably well w hen the stimulus 
The mode1 is biologicaily implausible because it would require that the systern be able to antiapate that 

the stimulus will have two units of energy, and that it should process each unit of energy in a separate 
channel (assuming that a second channel exists). While it is true that there is a greal deal of parallelism in 
the retina. it is not apparent that they will be activatecl, since retinal drift is small(4 0 arc min). and therefore 
it is unlikely that aie second flash in the stimulus will fa11 on an adjacent channel. 



condition was a single-pulsddouble intensity flash (Figure 3.10, delay = ûms). The match for the 

next two conditions, a delay of 17ms and of 30ms, has worsened slightly, still faidy good. For 

longer delays, the cuve of difference obtained by subtracting the probability surnmation curve 

(dotkd lines in Figure 3.10) from the observed cuxves was primarily positive. This meant that, 

presenting a second pulse of light afkr  a delay of after 55ms or more after the first pulse was 

facilitatory in the sense that it produced more saccades with shorter latencies than would be 

expected under a pmbability summation model, even though the total frequency of response was 

not improved. The other two subjects showed similar results (Figure 3.12.3.14 and 3. Lw . 

These observations were contrary to what one would expect given a "waiting time" model. 

Since the premise of a waiting hme model was that a saccade would be generated (after a constant 

time lag) when some intemal process exceeded a threshold, facilitation should be more likely to 

happen at short delays, because for a second flash to be able to effect a shortening of the latency, i t  

had to be presented before the threshold has been crossed. Hence, one could argue that the 

maximum effect should occur when the delay was brief, especially with bright targets when the 

time to threshold-crossing wouid be brief. One possible reason for the presence of little or no 

facilitation when the delay was brief (ie. 17ms or nonexistent) rnay be that the system was 

becoming saturated and the additional energy in the second pulse was not used efficiently. 

The data collecteci from the dirnmer intensi ties were less interesting. For d l  subjects, the 

observed cuves led the probability summation model curves for al1 tested stimutus conditions and 

therefore, meant that a second flash, no matter where it was positioned, aiways resuited in 

saccades with shorter latencies. 

In addition to providing an expected latency distribution, the probability summation mode1 

also gives an expected value for the total frequency of saccadic response given a certain delay. For 

the brighter intensities, the value provided by the model, which 1s the final value of the cumulative 

histogram, matched the observed frequency of saccadic response rrasonably well (Figure 3.17). 

For the subject PH, the two values were practically identical; for the other two subjects, the 

predicted values were marginally better than those observed. At the dimmer intensity, the 

predictive power of the model was weaker. For the subject PH, the model's values at al1 delays 

were consistently better than the observed values; the difference was about 12%, with the largest 

The differences between subject LL's data with the other two subjects could be traced to his lower total 
frequency of response of about 95% versus a value of about 99Oh in the oher two. 
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Figure 3.17: The difference between the expected frequency of response and the actual value (le. observed value - 
probability summation prediction). At the brig hter intensities, the t wo values were reasonably close 
together, but at the dlm intensities, the model predicted higher frequencies than were observed when 
the delays were long for two of the subjects. (The model's predictions were higher than the observed 
frequency for the third subject.) 



difference of 16% occurring when the delay was 17ms. For the other two subjects (RC at FT+ 1 

and LL at lT+û.5), the model's predictions were better than observed values only when the delay 

of the second pulse exceeded IOhns. For them, the difference decreased from around 15% to -7% 

and from 1Wb to 8% respectively. This suggested that the impulse response function at the dim 

intensities contains a late inhibitory phase (or an inhibitory prelude). The residual effects of the 

fim pulse of light that occurred after a long delay were weakly inhibitory on the second pulse of 

Iight and caused the detection rate to be lower than if the double-flash stimulus was processed as 

two independent flashes, even as the latencies of the responses were k i n g  shortened. 

This divergence in performance has k e n  observed before (Grossberg, 1970). In his 

experiment, manual reaction time in response to single and double flashes of light was measured, 

and it was observed that when the time interval between the two flashes was shorter than SOms, 

increasing the interval increased the reaction time to a value about equal to that obtained for a 

solitas> flash, while having no effect on total response frequency, which was around LM)%. 

However, when the interval between the flashes exceeded Mms, the frequency of response 

decreased monotonically, while latency either remained flat, or increased to a peak only to fall and 

retmn to a level observed with a solitary flash. 

The fact that switching measuring criterion from frequency of response to reaction time 

would have an impact on how much effect a second pulse has on performance is not surprising. 

For example, it has been shown in an experiment that the application of different measuring 

criterion on the same set of data led to different estimates of the critical duration; moreover, it was 

aiso observed that as the cri tenon became more stringent, the estimate of the cri tical duration 

shortened (Bnider & Kietzman, 1973). However, what has k e n  observed is not necessarily an 

artefact of switching between two criterion of different stringencies: since frequency of response. 

when compareci against reaction time, is the looser criterion, a falling frequency of response shouid 

imply a longer latency. Instead, the effect of the late inhibitory phase at low intensity is very 

clearly reducing the latency of the faster saccades on the one hand, while suppressing the slower 

saccades on the other. 



3.4 Direction Error Saccades 

The direction error saccades that were observed during the experiments were tabulated and 

the results were in general agreement with the Iiterature. For simple foveating tasks, direction error 

saccades were rare and generally had short iatencies; these were usually thought to be of an 

anticipatory nature and discarded from my analyses. However, direction error sacdes wi th 

normal or long latencies do  exist (Doma & Hallett, 1988a, b). It has been noted that direction error 

saccades m u r  more frequently when targets were dim or when target conûast was low (van Asten 

et al, 1988), and it has k e n  suggested that Troxler fading (Clarke & Belcher, 1%2; Doma & 

Halletî, 1988b) may be the cause for them because "searching saccades" were needed to re- 

establish the target image. If that was indeed the case, then the number of such saccades has been 

underreporteci, because half of these searching saccades would have gone unreported, k i n g  

hidden by the fact that they would be in the sarne direction as the target by chance. 

The process for identifying direction error saccades was triclcy for dim targets. When the 

target intensity was dim, there was a chance that the subject would not see the flash, and his proper 

response under than situation was to hold his gaze steady. However, the attention of the subject 

may drift (since he has been sining in a dark room and has been perfonning a monotonous task for 

some time), and his eye (or his head) may move occasionally as a result. Hence, to fil ter out such 

eye movements, it was decided that o d y  saccades with an amplitude in excess of 1" in the wrong 

direction would be tabulated as direction error saccades. This meant that the number of direction 

enor saccades would be further undercounted. While it would be irnpossi ble to determine the 

number rejected by t h s  screen. one could obtain estimates by using different screens. For 

exarnple, if the amplitude criterion was dropped to OSo, depending on the subject, the nurnber of 

direction error saccades may not change. On the other extreme, though, the number roughly 

doubled for another subject when the same 0.5' cutoff was used. 

The number of direction e m r  saccades that were observed dunng the course of the 

experiment were few (See Table 3.2). As cm be seen from the table, the frequency at which 

direction e m r  saccades occur depended on the subject and on the target intensity king  low. 

Subject LL made very few direction e m r  saccades, even at the dimmest intensity, while the other 

two subject showed a significant increase w hen the target intensity went from FT+3 to  FT+ 1. 



Table 3.2: Number of direction error saccades. XX+3 refers to the Fh-3 data of 
su bject XX. 

While there did not appear to be a pattern between the frequency of direction ermr and the 

delay of the second pulse, there appeared to be a preferred side. At the FT+l intensity, al1 but one 

of the 118 direction error saccades made by PH were to the left, while the ratio of left to right 

direction emr  saccades for RC was about 52.  Since the majority of saccades made by the two 

were to the targets on the right half of the field of view, it may be that the ratio of left searching 

saccades to right searching saccades has been overstated as some right searching saccades might 

have been misinterpreted as valid responses to iargets presented on the right. However, for subject 

U who made a total of 10 direction error saccades at the dim intensity, there was no directional 

bias, as there were as many left-bounded saccades as right-bounded ones. 

The numbers presented here were in rough agreement with other values from similar 

experiments. Under light-adapted conditions (background intensity of 2 1.6 cd/m2), van Asten et 

al. (1988) observed a rate of direction error saccades in excess of 20% for Iow contrast targets of 

short duration at 116.2~ eccentricities. In Kalesnkyas' doctoral dissertation ( 1994), it was reported 

that at an intewity of FT, 172 direction error saccades were observed in 516 trials (-33%) for 

small eccentricities, while for larger eccentricities (2.25" to 6')- the rate was 7 in 209 (-3%). For 

brighter targets at larger eccentncities, he observed a maximum error rate of around 3%. In 

Barnes' doctoral thesis ( 1995), few direction error saccades were evoked at any of the target 

durations that were testai (2ms to 3Sdrns) at intensities at or above FT+2, but at intensities below 

Fï+ 1, a decrease in duration led to an increase in the rate of directional error saccades. When the 

rates of direction enor saccades, defined as the number of direction error saccades divided by the 

number of trials, were plotted against the energy of the target, it was observed that the rate either 

increased to a plateau for subthreshold targets, or they peaked just below threshold before falling 



again for the lowest energies. So, one might conclude that there were no simple relationships 

between direction error frequency and target energy. However, if one defined direction error 

frequency as the number of direction e m  saccades divided by the total number of responses in 

order to ialre acmunt of the fact that dirn targets elicit less saccades of any Iand, then the frequency 

at which direction e m r s  saccades were made was observed to increase more smwthly with 

decreasing target energy. 

The rates of direction e m r  saccades reported were variable and rates in excess of 2m 

were observed For the energy level used in this experiment, she reported maximum rates of 3% 

and 6% for 10 FTxsec (corresponding to two 5ms pulses at an intensity of FT+3) and 0.1 Exsec 

(corresponding to two 5ms pulses at an intensity of Fï+ 1) respectively. 

The data gathered here is in general agreement with the view that the rate of direction error 

saccades tend to increase as target intensity is decreased. 

3.5 Saccadic Amplitudes 

Before the amplitude data is presented, i t should first be said that the eye-tracking 

apparatus, EMMA, used in the experiment was not the most suitable apparatus for gathering 

amplitude data First and foremost, if measuring saccadic amplitude precisely was crucial to the 

experiment, a more linear eye tracker with a resolution finer than EMMA'S resolution of 3 min arc 

would have been more appropriate. Another b e r  was that EMMA'S optical head was positioned 

in such a way as to optimize oniy the horizontal signal. Even though EMMA was capable of 

tracking the vertical position of the eye as well, the range over which this was possible was small. 

and therefore, attempting an X-Y trace of the eye would limit excessively the range of fargets 

positions that could be used Finally, the fact that there was no feedback to the subject on the 

accuracy of his saccades further cumpmnised the utility of the expriment to provide amplitude 

information. Nevertheless, in the narne of cornpletenes, it was decided that the amplitude data 

ought to be included dong with the measurements. 

The effect of energy, intensity and target duration on saccadic amplitude was mixed In 

some reports (Erlandson & Fleming, 1974; Reuter-Lorenz et al, 199 1 ; Barnes, 1995). it was 

observed that when target energy was low because of either low intensities or  short flash 



durations, saccades were likeiy to undershoot the target Oa the other hand though, studies (G.R. 

Barnes & Gresty, 1973; Hallett, 1978; Doma & Hallett 1988b) which showed that saccadic 

amplitude was affecteci neither by Iow target intensities nor short target durations, also exist. 

Finally, there was also a study (Pemier et al, 1969) which suggested that subjects may be divided 

in two groups, where one group was composed of subjects who produced saccades with normal 

latencies and correct amplitudes, and another group had subjects whose saccades occasionally have 

longer latencies and were hypometric by 2533% when the flash duration was bnef. However, the 

results of that study should ireaied with caution because the stimuli used did not adjust for pupil 

size and other related optical factors. 

A number of these studies used only two target positions of equal eccentricity in their 

experimental procedure, a fact which may mise some concem whether the subject was responding 

to the target stimulus or was making saccades to a leanied eccentricity (ie. Hallen & Doma, 

1988b). However, this concem should be somewhat ailayed when one considers that using oniy 

one ecceneicity does no& preclude an intensity effect on saccadic amplitude (Reuter-Lorenz et al, 

199 1). 

Like an earlier study (Barnes, 1995), the results were highly dependent on the subject; but 

unlike that study where amplitude anomalies were for dim iargets, it was observed that for the 

subjects RC and LL, saccades had a tendency to overshwt the targets in the right hemisphere 

more, regardless of the position of the second pulse. On the other hand, subject PH showed a 

tendency for hypometric saccades to the nght hemisphere at the f l + 3  intensity, while at the FT+ L 

intensity, ail his saccades were hypometric. (see Table 3.3, Table 3.4, and Table 3.5. The values 

in the tables had ken normalized to the target amplitude to ease the cornparison of saccadic 

accuracy to different target positions.) Observable differenœs between left-bound saccades and 

right-bound saccades are not unhown. The adducting eye (ie. rnoving in the temporal-to-nasal 

direction, and in this experiment's m e ,  moving to the right) has been observed to have a tendency 

to drift after a saccade, usuall y in the onward direction. The abducting eye (ie. nasal-to-temporal 

direction), on the other hanci, has been observed to have a tendency for dynamic overshoots--a 

smdl "saccade" following the main saccade with no delay, but in the opposite direction (Kapoula et 

ai., 1986b). 

Finally, saccadic amplitudes to the innermost diodes to the outermost diodes were 
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Intensity: FT+3 
ApmO Ap=17 Ap=30 A p 5 5  Ap=80 Ap=1 O5 Ap-130 SP 

target 
average pop. average pop* average average average average ' O P o  average 'OP+ average Pap* 

amplitude size size size size site site size site 
-5.5 0.77 35 0.82 39 0.80 49 0.81 43 0.79 40 0.86 51 0.82 47 0.81 34 

Intensity: FT+ 1 
Ap-0 Ap-17 Ap=30 A p 4 5  Ap-80 Ap=1 05 Ap=130 SP 

target 
average average average average 'Opa average average average pop* average Pop. 

amptitude site sixe site site sire size size size 
-5,s 0.57 42 0.59 32 0.57 46 0.59 55 0.62 48 0.61 48 0.62 49 0.57 37 

Table 3.4: Saccadlc amplitude normalized to target amplitude for the subject PH. 



=get pop. average 7: average 7: awmpe PO P- POP. a*ngC POP- 
ïnpCrudt sin? awnpe h , s=e s ~ e  

-5.5 1.58 25 1.41 34 1.50 22 1.45 1 8  1.31 34  1.35 22 1.38 21 1 35 

POP- 
SQe 

average 'OP- average average :' a b a m  E average ske avemge .== sue 

-5.5 1.49 35 1.33 46 1.35 5 0  1.32 42 1.35 49  1.36 37 1.31 59 1.34 41 

Table 3.5: Saccadic amplitude normalued ta target arnpihâe for the subject L i  



compareci to determine if the data supportesi a range effect (Kapoula, 1985). The effect, where 

subjects wouid make hypermetric saccades to targets of lesser ecceneiàty and hypometric saccades 

to targets of greater eccentricity for a aven  stimulus set, was reported to be dynamic in that the 

gain of the saccades would be adjusteci to suit the set of target eccentricities used. 

Support for a range effect in the present data was marginal and the majority of target 

conditions did not exhibit the effect. For the dimmer intensities, the same comment wuld be made, 

but the strength of the claim was weakened by the paucity of response and the absence of saccades 

to certain targets in the left. 

3.6 Response to Red Targets 

When examining data such as those presented here from a photoreceptor mode1 

perspective, an important question to ask is how did the rod and cones photoreceptors contribute to 

the p m s s ?  One way to examine it was to take advantage of the photoreceptors' different spectral 

sensi tivities and observe how colour would alfect the response. (Bleaching probably would have 

been a better approach, but the resulting experiment would have k e n  too aime-consuming because 

a bleach, k i n g  effective only for a short while, would have to be repeated many times in order to 

amas the amount of data needed.) In Barnes' thesis ( 1995), the consequences of using red targets 

in place of yellow green targets were minimal: Bloch's law for the frequency of saccadic response 

was preserved; latency plotted as a function of targe t energy yielded the same two-region graph 

where in one region, latency was a function of energy and in the other, a function of intensity; 

frequency of direction emr increased as target energy was decreasd In addi tional to those 

findings, it was also observed that there were littIe differences between latencies to red or yellow- 

green targets at high intensities such as FT+3; however, while latencies to red target at low 

intensities (ie. FT+ 1) and long durations were matched for yellow-green and red targets, those to 

red targets of short durations at the sarne intensities were longer. The conclusions drawn from 

these observations was that at the high intensities, the responses to both colours were mediated by 

cones, while at the low intensities, responses were mediated by cones for targets of long durations 

and by rods for targets of short durations. 

The present experiment was repeated with red LEDs (peak wavelength of 635nm) with one 



Frequency of Response and Average Latency as a 
Function of the Delay of the Second Pulse 

Figure 3.1 8: Frequency of response and average latency as a function of the 
delay of the second pulse. The above graph shows the 
frequency of response and average latency that results when 
stimuli were red LEDs (peak wavelength of 635nm) flashed at 
an intensity of FT+3 
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Figure 3.1 9: Latency hisiograrn and their kernel density estimates. The kemel 
density estimates were obtained by convolving the histograrn with a 
Gaussian using the values. taken from Table 3.6. which have an ASL- 
value of at least 0.1. The scale for the histogram is on the left; the one 
for the density estirnate, the right. The data shown here is of subject LL 
at an intensity of FT+3 using red LEDs as stimulus. 
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Figure 3.20: The effect of presenting a second pulse of light on latency distribution 
was determining by comparing the observed data (Obs.) with two 
baselines-the single pulsehnit intensity condition (SP) and the 
probability summation model (PSM). The extent of the effect when 
measured against the PSM baseline is shown by the difference of the 
two curves. Subject LL at an intensity of FT+3 with red LEDs. 



subject (LL). The results obtained for the target intensi ty of Fï+3 were qualitative1 y simils to 

those obiained with yellow-green LEDs. The frequency of response was 100o0 except for the 

single pulselunit intensity stimulus which drew a response %% of the time. Average latency lor 

al1 stimulus conditions with two unit of energy was around 27ûms while the average latency of a 

single pulse/unit intensity stimulus was 291ms (Figure 3.18). The majority of the latency 

histograms had either one or two modes if the ASL cutoff was taken at 10% (see Table 3.6 and 

Figure 3.19). In the bimodal distributions, the two peaks are located around 220ms and 300ms ; 

for unimodal distributions, the main peak is around 74ûms, and some show a shoulder around 

300ms. Like the bootstrap resuits for yellow-green targets, the presence of the shoulder, whose 

location coincide with the location of the second mode in the bimodal distributions, may mean that 

the latency distribution is composed of two population of saccades. Finally, the comments that 

applied to the yellow-green difference of cumulative histograms curves were also applicable to the 

red data (Figure 3.20). At the dimmer intensity of iT'+ 1, the red targets were only detected only at 

a veiy Iow rate (ie. less than 5%). The lack of response to the briefly flashed red targets at the 

FT+ 1 intensity was conlimeci when the experiment was repeated with another subject (RC). 

The last observation indicated that the only r d  photoreceptors were wntributing to the 

saccadic process at  the yellow-green Fï+1 intensity. However, the situation at the FT+3 intensity 

was not as  clear. Because the resuits of the red targets were very similar to those of the yellow- 

green, it may be that both photoreceptors systems were involved; altemately, it rnay be that only 

the cone phoioreceptor was at work. In view of Barnes' work, the second explanation seemed 

more likely, but unless a further experiment capable of isolating the contributions of either the rod 

or the cones is undertaken, one cannot safely reject one possibility over the other. 

Subject LL: 
lntensity = FT+3 (red) 
modes Ap=O Ap=17 Ap=30 Ap=55 Ap=80 Ap=105 Ap=130 SP 

1 0.02 (23) 0.00 (24) 0.05 (25) 0.21 (25) 0.1 3 (25) 0.07 (42) 0.05 (52) 0.01 (22) 
2 0.26 (1 2) 0.74 (9) 0.03 (20) 0.01 (22) 0.25 (14) 0.06 (26) 0.27 (25) 0.82 (9) 
3 0.13(10) 0.26(8) 0.16(12) O-13(14) 0.29(11) 0.29(13) 0.33(17) 0.57(9) 

Table 3.6: The results of the bootstrap for the red data. The ASL-value of the first 3 
modalities are shown with its window width, hk, rounded to the nearest 
miIlisecond, in parenthesis. 



Discussion 
As the data presented in the observation section has shown, the interpretation of the second 

pulse's effect depends on the choice of the baseline. For example, if the single pulse/unit intensity 

(SP) cumulative histograrn was used, then the data showed that a second pulse was always 

facilitatory; however, if the probability summation mode1 (PSM) baseline was used, then the 

second pulse was facilitatory on1 y for the longer delays at the bright intensity. In addition to those 

two. another obvious baseline that could have been used was the single pulseldouble intensity (DP) 

cumulative histogram. This path of examination was never taken because it seemed unlikely to be 

useful. The SP and DP condition couid be thought of as the two conditions that define the upper 

and lower limits of what wuld be expected of a two-pulse stimulus, and since the use of the DP 

cumulative histogram would not have avoided the problem of probability summation introduced by 

the fact that the stimulus had two flashes, the use of the DP condition as a baseline would not 

appear to be sornething that would lead to anything new. 

The probability summation baseline was introduced as a means of reflecting the fact that 

because saccades are elici ted probabilis ticaily. the saccadic system should have, theore ticaliy 

spealung, two chances to respond to a stimulus composed of hvo flashes. However, the fact that a 

two-flash stimulus is unlikely to be processed as two independent single flashes (ie. consider the 

single pulseldouble intensity configuration) mi@ be cited as an argument against adopting such a 

baseline. However, such an objection is beside the point because the purpose of a baseline is to be 

a yardstick that embodies the experimenter's expectations on what the data should look like, so 

that the actual data cm be set against it to determine how one's expectation diverges from reality. 

Therefore, it can be argued that biological plausibility is not a prerequisite for an good baseline. 

In addition to this, consider the situation in which the stimulus is composed of two flashes 

with such a long delay between them that interaction is not possible. For such a stimulus, the 

shortcoming of the single-pulsdunit intensity cumulative histogram baseline is illusüated because if 

the subject missed the first pulse in the pair and had to respond to the second pulse, the portion of 

the responses d i redy  atîributaMe to the second pulse wouid be interpreted as the result of the 

facilitatory interaction between the two pulses, if the SP cumulative histogram were used as the 

badine.  Viewed from this angle, using the PSM as a basdine wouid then follow logically since 



this theoreticai stimulus and those used in the expriment cm be seen as somethïng drawn from the 

same spectmm of possible 2-pulse stimulus configurations. 

Another passibility for a baseline is to use the impulse response functions of the 

photoreceptors obtained from measurement (ie. Baylor e t  al, 1984; Schnapf et al, 1990; Kraft et al, 

1993) as the linear filters in a le* integrator model. This approach has its limits since there are 

more to the neural processes that lead to a saccade than just the transduction of photons into 

neuronal impulses, but it may prove instructional by illuminaring some of the properties of the 

processes that go on between the photoreceptor and the actual saccade. 

As was p~inted out in the introduction, any latency function would be a rather insensitive 

measure of the nsing phase of the impulse response function. Therefore. while using the data 

amassed here to derive the impulse function is ruled out, it still could be shifted for clues on the 

nature of the impulse response function. First, the data, especially the difference of cumulative 

histograrns in Appendix B (ie. Figure B. 1 versus B.2). showed evidence that support the stance 

that the impulse response function changes with intensity (Kelly, 1971a, b; Stock & Falk, 1987). 

Second, the data also suggested that at the dim intensity, the impulse response function is positive 

over the range of delays testeci, and that it has a late inhibitory aftermath. The idea that there exists 

a late inhibitory aftermath at the dim intensity may be surprising, but it is not novel. A number of 

the impulse response papers, that were listed in the introduction and examined the effect of 

luminance, have impulse response function that aiso have a late (and smail) inh  bitory aftemath 

(Kelly, L971a, b; Stock & Falk, 1987). Finally. at the bright intensities, the impulse response 

function is likely positive between 55ms and 130ms; before 55rns. the current data does not 

indicate whether i t is positive or  negative, but its amplitude is likely to be small. 

A popular model that is used to emulate the temporal summation properties of the visual 

system-such as the " wai ting-timen leaky integrator model mentioned several times in this thesis-is 

to treat the system as a linear filter with a threshold. However, such an approach is flawed because 

it is deterministic and hence devices must be added if such a mode1 is to reflect the variability in the 

response. One way to accomplish this is to add noise to the filter's output, or  in other words, to 

view the output as some value indicating the likelihood that the threshold is k i n g  crossed at that 

particular point in tirne. The leaky integrator model was introduced as a photoreceptor model 

because it was simple and its parts could be easily related to neurophysiological processes-the 



leaky integraton comesponded to the neural activity occurring at the retinal level, and the fixed 

constant delay, the higher neufonal processes. However, while intuitive, certain elements in the 

data pointed to the inadequacies of such a view of the saccadic system. The range of delays ran 

from 17ms to 13ûms, and therefore, the second pulse in a stimulus with a delay from the short end 

of the range should arrive at  the eye at a time when the neuronal activities caused by the first pulse 

of light were still at the retinal level. On the other hand, the second puise from a stimulus with a 

delay taken from the long end of the range wouid arrive at the eye at a time when neuronal activities 

causeci by the first pulse would have expanded to the cortical level. Hence, if one were to try to 

interpret the data using a purely photoreceptor model, one rnight expect to see a break in the results 

to reflect the necessity of invoking a second mechanism to deal with stimulus configurations with a 

long delay . However, because the di fference of cumulative histogmms (Figure 3.10-3.16) 

showed that a p d u a l  progression of results as the delay was increased from 17ms to 130ms, and 

hence argued against the presence of two mechanisms, it would therefore appear unlikely that a 

photoreceptor model wouid be able to account for al1 the observations. 



Appendix 
Appendix A: Estimates of the critical duration for subjects LL and RC 

The interchangeability of stimulus duration and intensi ty has k e n  known for a long time. 

Bloch's law, as this relationship is known, States that the effects of decreasing the stimulus 

duration may be compensated for by increasing the stimulus intensity, as long as the duraton do 

not exceed some criticad duration, At, or as  long as the intensity do not faIl below some threshold 

intensity, 5. The law is a speaal case of the more general class of models using linear filters; in 

this case, the convolving function i n t ep t e s  the stimulus intensity over some time period. 

Estimates of A& varies as defini tions of it vary due to the fact that departtue from Bloch's 

law is gradually. Nevertheless, in spite of thk, A& could still be a useful measure of the temporal 

properties of the visual system; for example, it offers some guidance on whether one should expect 

the response to a -pulse  stimulus with a delay of 30rns to be the sarne as that of a single pulse1 

double intensi ty s timui us. 

Estimates of the cri tid duration, AC, for the subjects LL and RC were obtained by 

measuring their saccadic reaction time to soli tary pulses of 1 ight of various durations. The subjects 

were first given 1 to 2 drops of a 0.5% solution of mydnacyl in their left eye, and was told to sit in 

a dark room for about 20 minutes to allow their eyes to dark adapt. Once the dark adaptation 

pend was over, they were presented with a red fixation point in the centre of their field of view 

and was instructed to fixate i t After a random pend of between 1 -5s to 3 5 ,  the fixation point 

was exlinguished and was replaced by a yellow-green target in his periphery. The duration of the 

target was variable and chosen randoml y; fourteen values were p s i  ble and they ranged from 7ms 

to 120ms. The instruction to the subject was to rnake a saccade to the target as quickly as possible 

and fixate. After the subject has responded to the stimulus o r  when one second has elapsed after 

the offset of the stimulus, the stimulus was relit to provide feedback to the subject A tone was 

also generated to cue the subject that a stimulus was presented, and a higher tone was generated as 

feedback to let the subject know that the cornputer was tracking the saccadic response. The reason 

why the tone was included in the experimentai procedure was that it has been observed that the 

inclusion of a tone in such experiments reduced the standard deviation of the latency data (Hdlett & 

Adams, 1980; Kalesnykas, 1994). Eye movement was tracked with EMMA. 

Data were gathered at the FT+3 and Fï+1 intensity from the subject LL, and at  FT+3 from 
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the subject RC. 

The critical duration was estimated by fining the average latency for ûach target duration io 

the function 

y = k, + k, exp(-kx) .. ... . . .. ..... . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. ... .. . (A. 1) 
w here 

y = primary saccadic latency (ms) 
x = target duration (ms). 

The 3 free parameters of the model, 16, k, and k, were estimated with a statistical program called 

Axum using a gradientdescent type aigorithm to minimize the least squared error. The results of 

the computation are tabdated in Table A. 1. 

Subject 
RC @ FT+3 
LL @ Fr+3 
LL @ Fr+1 
PH Q FT+2 
PH 8 FT+1 
CB 8 Fr+3 
CB @ FT+1 

Table A.1: Values for the constants 4, k, and k, in Equation A.1. Ali values are in 
milliseconds. The values for PH and CB were taken from the appendix of 
Bames1 doctoral thesis (1 995) and are included for cornparison purposes. 

Subject 3 SEM 
RC 8 FT+3 17 
LL @ Fr+-3 4 
LL@ Fr+1 9 
PH @ FT+2 7 
PH 8 FT+l 36 
CB @ FT+3 1 5  
CB 8 FT+1 45 

Values of & 
1 SEM 

40 
7 
12 
11 

51 
25 
33 

Table A.2: Various estirnates of the critical duration, Ac, based on various values of e. 
All values are in milliseconds. The values for PH and CB were frorn 
Barnes' doctoral thesis (1 995) and are included here for cornparison 
purposes. 



The criticai duration was then estimateci by calculaihg the duration at which the equation 

A. 1 exceeded the plateau value of k, by a certain amount. E. Several values of E-3 times the 

standard emr of the mean (SEM), standard error of the mean, 2ms, and lms-were used to see 

how robust the estimates were; the results are shown in Table A.2. 

The data presented here were gathered and analysed by Vivek Parel. 



Appendix B:Saccadic latencies to %pulse stimuli with long delays 

In addition to the eight stimulus configurations that were used in the main experiment, a 

small pilot snidy was undertaken to see the effect, if any, of a second pulse of light when the delay 

was significantly longer than 130111s. This was prompted by the observation of interactions for the 

13ûms-delayed 2-pulse stimulus and a curiosity of the extent over which 2-pulse of light will 

interact to facilitate or  delay the saccadic response. 

The pilot study was identical to the main experiment in dl respects, with the exception of 

the set of stimulus configurations that were used Rve stimulus configurations were used: a 

single flash. a double flash with a delay of 130ms, a double flash with a delay of SSms,  a double 

flash with a delay of MSms and a single flash, but with twice the intensity. The single flash- 

double intensity stimulus and the 130111s-delayed double flash stimulus were included in the set of 

possible stimulus configurations as a means of assessing if the data were compatible with those in 

the main experiment Only one subject from the main expeximent, U, participated in the snidy. 

Because this pilot snidy was completed before the realization that there was a problem with 

intensity calibration with this subject, the data presented here is dogged by the same problems as 

those in the main experiment: instead of k i n g  a representative of a dirn intensity stimulus, the 

Fï+1 log data of LL resernbled those of the m+3 log data, and one needs to turn to the FT4-5 

log data for results of targets of dirn intensities. 

After filtering the data for bad data points using the same screens as those used in the main 

experiments, about 700 data points remained for each stimulus ~ o ~ g u r a t i o n s .  These were then 

converted into cumulative histograms so that the effects of the second pulse could be assessed in 

the same manner as the main study. 

The results are illustrateci in Figures B. 1.9.2, and B.3. At the bnght intensi ties (ie. FT+3 

log and Fï+ l log; Figure B. 1 and B.3 respectively) and the dirn intensity (ie. FT4.5 log; Figure 

B3) ,  the first two graphs of each intensity senes, which depicts the results for the single pulse at 

double intensity and the double puise with a 130ms delay, showed resuits that were qualitatively 

sirnilar to those in the main study, and thus gave some assurances that the other data in this pilot 

study could be viewed as an extension to the main study. 

The interpretation for al1 the graphs presented here should begin at the 505msdelay 

configuration. Logic would argue that if most saccades occur within M O m s  of stimulus omet, 



then the difference between the MSmsdelay data and the SP condition should be negligi ble, and 

that any deviation f m  the zero should be measurement error inherent in these plots of the about 

200 data points. Using these curves as an estimate of the size of the uncertainty in these plots, one 

can see that the difference between the observed data and the SP condition for the longer delays 

were oniy marginally greater, which meant that the data argued against the effect of a second pulse 

extending over long delays. 
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Figure 8.2: The effect of presenting a very late second pulse of light on latency distribution was determining by 

comparing the observed data (Obs.) with two baselines-the single pulselunit intensity condition (SP) and 
the probability summation model (PSM). The extent of the effect when measured against the PSM 
badine is shown by the difference of the two curves. For very long delays, the ?SM-SP curve is not 
apparent because its value is very close to zero. Subject LL at an intensity of FT+1. 
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Figure 8.3: The effect of presenting a very late second pulse of light on latency distribution was determining by 

comparing the observed data (Obs.) with two baselines-the single pulseiunit intensity condition (SP) and 
the probability summation mode1 (PSM). The extent of the effect when measured against the PSM 
baseline is shown by the difference of the two curves. For very long delays. the PSM-SP curve rnay not 
be apparent because its value is very close to zero. Subject LL at an intensity of FT+0.5. 
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